The Genderbread Person v2.1

Gender is one of those things everyone thinks they understand, but most people don’t. Like Inception. Gender isn’t binary. It’s not either/or. In many cases it’s both/and. A bit of this, a dash of that. This tasty little guide is meant to be an appetizer for understanding. It’s okay if you’re hungry for more.

- **Gender Identity**
  - Nongendered
    - Woman-ness
    - Man-ness
    - 5 (of infinite) possible plot and label combos
      - "woman"
      - "man"
      - "two-spirit"
      - "genderqueer"
      - "genderless"
  - Agender
    - Masculine
    - Feminine
    - 5 (of infinite) possible plot and label combos
      - "butch"
      - "femme"
      - "androgyne/s"
      - "gender neutral"
      - "hyper-masculine"
  - Asex
    - Female-ness
    - Male-ness
    - 5 (of infinite) possible plot and label combos
      - "male"
      - "female"
      - "intersex"
      - "female self ID"
      - "male self ID"
  - Nobody
    - (Men/Males/Masculinity)
    - (Women/Females/Femininity)
    - 5 (of infinite) possible plot and label combos
      - "straight"
      - "gay"
      - "pansexual"
      - "asexual"
      - "bisexual"

For a bigger bite, read more at http://bit.ly/genderbread